Internal Medicine Educational Conference

Thursday, April 23, 2015

OMT Workshop
“Pulmonary”

MSU-OMM Lab, D-9, OMM Lab & C102 (Patenge Room)
MSU Campus, East Lansing

This Educational Day is a competency-based workshop with testing on skills and knowledge.

8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Sign in / Bagels & Coffee (E109 E Fee Hall)
9:00 - 12:30 p.m. Didactics and Hands-on opportunities

Due to limited space, this workshop is limited to residents from the Internal Medicine Programs. No Visitors or Medical Students will be allowed.

Please park in Lot 100 - 846 SERVICE RD EAST LANSING MI 48824 on Service Road (next to the Radiology Building)

Parking passes will be given at the end of the conference.